


Problem

 Internal combustion engines

 Emission pollution

 Dependence on oil

 Alternatives



Answer

 Zinc Fuel

 Zero emissions

 Safe

 Renewable

 Easy transition for users

 Abundantly available

 Cheap



Renewable Energy



Who will benefit?

 Zinc manufacturing and processing companies

 Wider use of zinc will increase profits

 Sustainability organizations

 Help advance their cause

 And most of all: consumers!

 Cheaper fuel

 Little change to current driving and refueling habits



Mission

 Develop a working car that runs on zinc fuel

 Help to advance sustainable technology

 Work cooperatively with people of different 
majors and skill sets



History of Zinc Fuel

 Original technology was invented and patented 
by John Cooper (Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratories)  in 1996

 Built a prototype

 Wasn't meant to be refuelable

 Was never mass produced

 Zinc Air Inc recently acquired the patent



History of the IPRO

 Decided what technology to use

 Received grant from Exelon

 2 trucks donated to work with, from Argonne

 Listed parts needed for truck compatibility

 Built and tested first battery prototype



Term Objectives

 Analyze test results from first prototype

 Design, build, and test second prototype

 Disassemble truck

 Install components needed for compatibility

 Determine what other parts are needed

 Continue to search for funding

 Improve outside interest in the project



Team Organization

 3 teams of 4-5 people

 Developed semester timeline

 Weekly meetings

 Progress report

 Decision making

 Plans for the upcoming week



Team Organization



Battery Team

 Analysis of the first prototype



Battery Team

 Design of the second prototype



Battery Team

 Construction of the second prototype



Car Team

 Disassembly of the truck



Car Team

 Reassembly of motor and transmission



Car Team

 Research and analysis for secondary battery



Car Team



Business Team

 Created Facebook page to spark interest

 Submitted a grant proposal to the WISER 
Institute



Cost Analysis



Cost Analysis

 Assumptions

 Zinc shipped between stations and reprocessing 
plants. Assumed 25 mile distance each way

 Shipment of zinc costs $400 for 40,000 lb based on 
interviews

 Cost of electricity from coal power plant 5 cents per 
kWh, cost of electricity from solar power plant 25 
cents per kWh

 Gasoline price assumed to be $3.50

 Interest rate for time value of money 1.5%



Challenges

 Securing the space and equipment needed to 
work on the truck

 Effectively building on previous semesters work 
without negating progress

 Learning curve of the technology

 Window of opportunity

 Develop system before hybrid vehicles become the 
“norm”



Ethics

 Long term effects

 Taking away jobs from the oil industry

 Refinement of zinc ore releases toxins

 Most zinc is from Canada and Alaska



Conclusions

 Need more funding to continue

 Zinc oxide and precipitation are affecting the 
battery performance, needs to be resolved

 Recommend a higher flow rate of electrolyte, more 
concentrated solution, and second chamber in car 
to separate oxide from cell

 Second battery needs to be selected

 Most expensive component, decision is crucial



Next Steps

 Continue testing and designing single cell 
battery

 Design and build full-scale battery to test in 
modified truck, solve issues with available 
space in the truck

 Continue seeking sponsorship and publicity, 
build a website to promote the project

 Devise commercialization strategy for 
implementation of our system




